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HOW TO USE THE BELLY MAPPING GUIDE 

1. You should be at least 20 weeks in your pregnancy for belly mapping to be the most effective.  Fetal positioning

becomes beneficial to pay attention to after 30 weeks, and by 37 weeks we would like to see an ideal positioning

for your birth.  If your baby is not in an ideal position, no worries!  There are a lot of tips and tricks you can

actively do prior to and during labor for any of the positions.  An experienced doula or midwife can be very

handy to have on call.

2. If you would like to draw your map on your belly, grab some natural paint you’re comfortable with on your skin

and your reflection journal.  Draw a circle with a cross to separate the circle into quadrants – the center of the cross

will be the naval.  Note on the right side of the circle that this will be mom’s LEFT side – as if you were looking at a

pregnant person standing in front of you.  You can also print out the “Belly Map” page with all of the layers turned
off if you don’t have a journal.  Be sure to be as accurate as possible with the locations.

3. Pour some tea, grab your birth partner (or midwife, or friend, or yourself) and find a comfortable place to relax

on your back – your right side can be slightly elevated.  Do some abdominal massage to help relax you and loosen

things up a bit so you can get a feel for the positions.

4. If you know where the heartbeat was last found, draw a heart directly on your belly in this location – transfer this

heart to your belly map as well.  You can safely use a fetoscope as many times as you would like to listen to the

heart beat as well.  Recent prenatal information can be helpful for mapping as well, especially finding heart tones.

Keep in mind that sometimes it can be difficult to hear the heartbeat and this could mean various things such as

experience with your fetoscope or other device, location of the placenta, and gestational age of the baby (even

after 20 weeks).  Sometimes this means that the heartbeat is closer to your spine with a posterior baby and the rest

of the movements on your map can help you determine the position.

5. Now, feel for large kicks and note these on your map with a “K.”

6. Run your hand along your belly, or both hands on both sides of your belly, and feel for firmness.  You will likely

feel softness on the opposite side of this firmness.  Draw a long line to indicate the direction of this firmness.

7. Now feel for bulges.  Some tiny bulges may move back and forth – indicate these with tiny circles.  These are often

knees or maybe hands.  Larger bulges can either be the head or the bottom and may be a little tricky to tell apart,

but the heart beat location will give you a better idea.  You can note these with a bum shape or a smaller line than

the long firmness previously felt.

8. Now feel for tickles and wiggles.  If you feel these, note these with a “W.”  These are often the hands and fingers.

9. Once you feel like your belly map is complete, compare your map drawn with the “Belly Map Options” page or by

clicking the “eye” symbol on the layers menu of the “Belly Mapping Guide” page to find the one that matches

closely to your map.  You can turn on the same-named “Baby” layer to see the possible position of your baby

according to the map you’ve drawn.

NOTE:  There are many variations to the maps that you may draw and the more you feel your uterus and baby and 

visualize the kicks, bulges, and heartbeat, the more you will be able to tell just where all the parts are balancing.  Ideally, 

we would like to see a baby in an LOA – Left Occiput Anterior position during labor.  Most babies will rotate to this 

position at some point.  The shape of your uterus is highly encouraged by the flexibility and tightness of the ligaments and 

myofascia and routine movements and alignment of your body throughout the day.  Work with a doula, physical therapist, 

and alignment specialist to help you achieve whole body balance throughout your pregnancy.  Take time for self-care, 

plenty of walking (strive for at least 3-5 miles average daily), hydration, balanced whole foods, and relationship-care.  

Build oxytocin and allow these hormones to reach their necessary parts through this holistic approach.  Best Wishes! 
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MY BELLY MAP & BABY’S POSITION  DATE ________________________

Danielle
Sticky Note
To see the possible "maps" and their coinciding baby position, open the "Layers" window indicated by the stack of papers or by choosing View>Show/Hide>Navigation Pane>Layers.Turn a layer on by clicking the box next to the layer - you'll see an "eye" indicating it is visible.  Click the box again to turn it off.
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MAP OPTIONS 

VERTEX POSITIONS (Head Down)

LOA - Left Occiput 
Anterior 

LOT - Left Occiput 
Transverse 

LOP – Left Occiput 
Posterior 

OP – Occiput Posterior ROP – Right Occiput 
Posterior 

ROT – Right Occiput 
Transverse 

ROA – Right Occiput 
Anterior 

OA – Occiput Anterior Transverse Lie 
(see notes below) 

BREECH POSITIONS (Head Up – Sacrum Down)

LSA - 
Left Sacrum Anterior 

LST – Left Sacrum 
Transverse 

LSP – Left Sacrum 
Posterior 

SP – Sacrum Posterior RSP – Right Sacrum 
Posterior 

RST – Right Sacrum 
Transverse 

RSA – Right Sacrum 
Anterior 

SA – Sacrum Anterior Footling Breech 
(see notes below) 

NOTES: There may be variations to your map and you don’t always need to be specific if you can tell the general location 

of your baby.  Most remedies are similar for similar positions.  Transverse lie may have kicks and wiggles above or below 

the firm places, right in front, or towards the spine.  Breech kicks may be felt down in the cervix (footling), in the hips 

(complete), or up high (frank) for any of the breech positions. 
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